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Yes Dagege.. haaaaaaa... Happy New Year to you too. I guess you must be intrigued by Dashushu'
greatest story of all the year 2013, he had pulled his muscles?? maybe?? and end up wearing
slightly chubby women's( sugguested by yours truly)  Corset , guess he looks cute too.

  
  
 

Now, what happened to you,Dagege, I thought you  have eaten enough ham when you were in
Barcelona ( jealous! jealous! ) and instead of bringing back spanish girlfriends...ssss... you brought
back "Ham" hm...tell us more please~~~~

 
 

Quote:

lericow wrote:
Hahaha, ... very interesting discussions you have here, while I am away ...

A corset for Dashushu ... and Pontius to guest by Joseph. 

So, ... a Happy New Year 2014 to you all.

May it bring some fun, success, health ... and some lovely things like Dashushu's corset ...

(Hope, your back is already better now Ference!!! ... my backpack today was so heavy, that I nearly
cannot move anymore ... just back from Barcelona with lots of Spanish ham in my luggage ... feel my
back like Pontius ...
or did I mix here something up? ...  
 

Quote:

songaiding wrote:
wowee... that is a very dangerous pull you had on that day... Yes, you definitely need a Corset to
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hold in your core.. so start making friends slightly plump ladies, am sure they have a few in their
home  
  
 

Just let them know that you need to be slim like them too.. 
  

Pontius Pilate.???. when did he come in to Joseph Pilates class ??? 
  
  
  

Quote:

montanius wrote:
Ha-ha, it's a horror story, Song...

Four days ago accomplishing my daily pensum (in running) I got back and I wanted to change my
shoes; I put my left (or right, hard to reconstruct after such a long time) leg on the second step, leant
over it and tried to untie the shoelace - which was not aesy at all as I had my beautiful white running
gloves on, so it took a time to complete, and then, huhh, I realized I had a pain in my back, in the
spine, right over my perfectly shaped butts: I hardly could move for a day... - On the 3rd I'll try to run
again...
Corset is a great idea, but any time I borrow ladies' clothes I am thrown starnge glances. 
 

I only knew Pontius Pilate washed his hands, personal hygienie is very important. 
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